Digital horticulture as a service
Data platform, sensors and connectivity

Introducing: data-driven horticulture
30MHz provides a data service for growers and all
stakeholders in the horticulture sector. A central data
platform to digitize the entire industry, with the help
of smart sensors and various data partners. Making it
possible for you to control and optimize your growth
plans and production process in one easy-to-use digital platform.
You can keep track of the crops in your greenhouse or
tunnel in real-time, and keep an interactive record of
your growing practices. You will be able to monitor and
analyze information about, among other things, climate, soil moisture, energy use, CO2 and crop health
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Benefits
Higher productivity and yields
Better quality of crops
Less resources and waste
Less risks with data-driven decisions
Efficient communication

at any time and place. This enables you to make more
data-driven decisions to optimize growing conditions,
for example by adjusting climate, irrigation and pest
management strategies. Leading to higher productivity, greater resource efficiency and better crop quality.
30MHz offers digital horticulture as a service, in the
form of a data platform and all the hardware necessary to capture the right data. We guarantee your system and tools are always working. Sounds intriguing?
Then keep reading.

Advisor

“30MHz technology
has given us actionable
insights into how to
optimize yields.”

How it works: plug and play
You can set up a private, secure wireless network in minutes. Connect your sensors and
other data sources, such as climate computers, to our platform and start measuring.
There are no technical abilities needed to
install and use our data platform. Of course,
we are always here to help in case you need
support. The platform is easy to use, intuitive
and accessible on any device.

Custom dashboards
Capture data that matters to you, control
who has access to your valuable insights
and manage how you see your data with
various widget options, such as interactive
heatmaps, charts, custom calculations, and
alerts. Gather insights on variables such as
VPD, dewpoint, EC, VWC, temperature, light
intensity, relative humidity, O2, pH and CO2,
and start producing more with less.

What can you expect?
All your data sources in one platform.
24/7 access to real-time data in your
own portal on any device.
An interactive record of your growing
practices.
Easy data sharing and communication.
Round the clock technical support.
We guarantee the service is always
working.
Free supply of necessary repeaters.
Private user groups for special projects.
Data integration into any third-party app
with our platform’s API.
It’s your data, so you reserve ownership.
Add sensors and other data sources at
any moment.

Let’s join forces
We are a tech company, run by engineers. We know how to build and implement data platforms on top
of wireless sensor technologies. We will never claim to be experts in growing food or plants.This is your
expertise. But we do believe that we can reinforce one another by combining our skills and experience.
This is what our service packages stand for. Together, we can improve your business and at the same
time ensure a more sustainable future for the horticulture sector.

Choose your plan
FULL

READY

BASIC
Bring crop data online

Add wireless sensors

Unlimited data source integrations

€129/month*

€229/month*

€329/month*

Get online & start today

Get in touch

Get in touch

Collect all your data in one
platform

Digitise your collected data in
one platform

Digitise your collected data and
get all platform benefits

Manual data input

Wireless connectivity guaranteed

Wireless connectivity guaranteed

Invite partners to join
the conversation

Connect unlimited sensors

Connect unlimited sensors and
other data sources (API)

Keep track of growing
metrics 24/7

One 30MHz sensor of choice

One 30MHz sensor of choice

€50/m per additional sensor

€50/m per additional sensor

Integrate with one external
system, i.e. a climate computer

Unlimited integrations with
external systems
connect any kind of application
Free upgrades of 30MHz
hardware

*Subscription fees for minimum contract period of one year.
Discounts on pricing when subscribing for two years (-10%) or three years (-20%).

BASIC

READY

FULL

Full ownership of data
Software updates
Multiple and unlimited users
Manual input
Data export
Notifications
Custom branding (themes)
Forms (including templates)
Groups
Feed
Sharing data/inviting others
Technical support
API sharing data with 3rd party software
1x Weather data (per location)
Guaranteed wireless network connectivity (uptime)
1x Gateway + repeaters + wireless charger
Sensor of choice from the 30MHz portfolio
Replacement of defective hardware
Connectivity and battery monitoring of the sensors
Additional sensor + €50 a month
Warranty
Upgrades 30MHz hardware
API ingest (pushing data from partner to 30MHz)

1 Integration

Unlimited

30MHz hardware
This is a selection of the hardware we provide. Please visit our website for a full overview.

Pointed Microclimate sensor

Vented Temperature Humidity sensor

Capture seven metrics at once

Track greenhouse conditions real-time

Substrate Moisture sensor

Potted Soil Moisture sensor

Monitor VWC, EC and temperature

Monitor VWC

CO2 sensor

PAR sensor

Monitor CO2 levels

Measure light strength

Want to know more?
Ask us anything, we’re here to help.
Email
sales@ukcaltd.com

UKCA Ltd
Unit 4 Hoads Farm
Moat Lane, Sedlescombe
TN33 0RY
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